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Can do: Canada in international democratic development

By Arthur Graham

Synopsis

This paper explores how the creation of a new Canadian Centre for inclusive governance can enable Canada to succeed as a 
global champion of human rights and good governance under the rule of law. Specifically, the Centre should draw on 
Canada’s comparative advantages such as bilingualism, multiculturalism, bijuralism, and an inclusive culture of participatory 
policy-making, to deliver sustainable development and effective aid internationally. 

This means delivering assistance in forward-looking, citizen-centred practice fields, which are not now well-resourced by 
development agencies. It also means building on national and international networks, to deploy expertise from 
academia, civil society, and government, in addition to law and international assistance practice. With a Canadian knack 
for teamwork, we should favour cost-effective projects delivered in partnership with organizations with an established 
field presence. Finally, the Centre should be managed with representatives of the partner sectors – civil society, field 
practice and university policy and research centres – and the design of the Centre should be led by a core team representing 
those sectors.
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1   As proposed by this author in an earlier Open Canada article in 2019.
2  The UN agencies contributing to democracy assistance include the Department Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP), UN Women, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund 
(UNICEF), the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
3 La Francophonie has 57 members, the Commonwealth 52, but only Canada is also a member of the OECD and the OSCE. 
4  United Nations Secretary General, Guidance Note on Rule of Law Assistance, 2008. Principle 8: “Engage in effective coordination and partnerships.” 
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Introduction: a centre for inclusive governance 

Canada can succeed as a global champion of human rights and 
good governance under the rule of law by combining the 
experience of Canadian experts already doing this work in the 
field with Canadian civil society and the policy strength of our 
university research and teaching centres.1

Canadian practitioners, many of whom are volunteers, are in 
the vanguard in promoting just societies in countries in 
transition, mostly without Canadian branding or official 
support. Our experts are sought after for their unique added 
value: bilingualism, bijuralism, and a knack for partnering 
with the heavy lifters of governance assistance – the European 
Union and the United States.

The Canadian government has now undertaken to team up 
with those practitioners who are already striving to make the 
world a better place by creating:

To design the Centre, the best course is to bring together those 
practitioners, civil society players and academic centres, to 
implement a new Canadian approach to human rights 
promotion consistent with the Feminist International 
Assistance Policy (FIAP) and the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). What follows is one practitioner’s vision of 
what might come of that union of learning and practice.

The Centre’s programme should be built around:

• Canada’s unique added value;
• Best practices in democratic reform;
• Lessons from Canadian and other experience;
• Practice fields which are forward-looking and currently

underserved; and
• Interdisciplinary networks.

1. Those who can, do: Canada’s value-added 

Canadians have comparative advantages that make our 
practitioners more effective than are donors with deeper pockets

and overriding geopolitical interests. These include 
bilingualism, to communicate twice as broadly, 
and multiculturalism, to adapt to diverse programming 
contexts. We are members of both la Francophonie and the 
Commonwealth, two communities which foster democratic 
values across borders. Bijuralism also provides us with a solid 
foundation to work in both civil law and common law 
jurisdictions, while giving us the unique ability to craft cross-
systemic solutions. Finally, Canada is recognized as a 
leader in participatory democracy among 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) member countries in the way 
we implement green paper processes for policy and 
implementation.

Our multicultural family tree has deeper roots than language 
and law and a broader canopy than the Commonwealth 
and la Francophonie. Canadian diversity connects us in 
relationships of confidence around the world, without the 
stigma of imperialism. Where state-to-state organizations 
provide networks to channel political goodwill, it takes 
personal relationships to generate a current of reform running 
through those networks.

Worldwide, we are members of the global organizations, 
and many of the regional ones, which play a role in 
governance development, including the UN family of 
agencies,2 the Organization for Security Cooperation in 
Europe (OSCE), and the       OECD.        3   Cooperation among assistance 
providers is a key success factor for governance programmes, 
and Canada has a level of trust among partners in 
multilateral and bilateral development agencies.4 Canadian 
good offices can overcome a competitive dynamic that 
sometimes prevails between other players, to help them pull 
together as a team for maximum benefit.

2. Best practices in practice

These Canadian strengths map directly onto recognized best 
practices for aid effectiveness. The lessons-learned literature sets 
out the following as the most important success factors:

• A focus on capacity-building, institutional and individual;
• Delivery of assistance that is relevant to the country

context – economic, political, cultural;

A Canadian centre to expand the availability of 
Canadian expertise and assistance to those seeking to 
build peace, advance justice, promote human rights, 
inclusion and democracy, and deliver good 
governance.
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5  The UNSG’s Guidance Note is a good summary of these effectiveness principles.  They are set out in detail in the aid effectiveness agreements of the High Level 
Forums on Aid Effectiveness, and the Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation, starting with the Paris Declaration. Welcome to the Global 
Partnership | Global Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation (effectivecooperation.org). 
6   Canadians have more university degrees per capita than any other country in the world.
7   A partial list, with a rule of law focus: other practitioners and scholars will identify other practice fields where Canada can bring added value to underserved 
needs according to best development practice, such as the conduct of political transition under the constitution in a democratic culture, a contemporary problem 
in a worrying number of countries. 
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• Cultivation of broad national ownership of transition
reforms;

• Implementation of international standards of human
rights; and

• Cooperation among assistance providers.5

Canada excels at governance capacity-building because it can 
draw on its excellence in public administration and skills transfer 
expertise, two competencies with which Canada is richly 
endowed. The Canadian Centre for Management Development 
delivered the first training on public administration under 
democratic government to a new generation of Polish and 
Ukrainian officials starting in 1993. It would be natural for the 
best-educated country in the world to be the global leader in 
capacity-building.6 

3. Interdisciplinary and forward looking

Canada is well equipped to accelerate the integration of rule of 
law culture and human rights-based governance by cultivating 
currently neglected areas where we have recognized expertise, 
such as:

• Legality in public administration;
• Citizen participation in policy and legislation; and
• Public legal education and civic education.7

Up until now, we field practitioners have directed assistance 
principally to the judiciary, with legislation defined as the 
outcome. This is because the experts deployed by the donors 
have been mostly lawyers and judges. While we should be proud 
of our achievements in the areas of judicial independence and 
integrity, we can achieve much more by using a cross-sectoral 
and interdisciplinary approach. Our experts from schools of 
public policy should partner with academies of public 
administration in beneficiary countries, and our civil society 
advocates with local NGO champions, for sustainable democratic 
reform.

Canadian assistance will more directly benefit citizens of other 
countries by promoting legality in public administration. The 
principle that the citizen may do whatever is not prohibited by 
law, while the state may only do what is provided for in law, is as 
basic to the rule of law as is judicial independence. Citizens 
interact with the administration more than they do with courts; 
they experience fairness or unfairness in government offices. The 

courts then deal with injustice after it has occurred – if the 
citizen litigates.

Canada should promote the right of citizens to participate in 
policy and legislative development, directly and through civil 
society, as we do in green paper processes at home. Our laws are 
not crafted by judges and prosecutors in Canada; rather 
stakeholder consultation is the core element in legislative 
development. Citizen engagement will ensure the contextual 
relevance of reforms and promote the national ownership of 
these reforms across all sectors of society, thus ensuring their 
stability and promoting a rule of law culture. So will public legal 
education and civic education, other areas neglected by 
contemporary rule of law programming.

4. Multilateralism and cooperation

The Centre should privilege programme delivery in cooperation 
with multilateral organizations with an effective field presence. 
Practically speaking, these organizations have the national 
networks and mechanisms in place for efficient, economical 
project delivery. They also have the authority to speak to the 
meaning and implementation of their international human 
rights instruments, which are to be incorporated in the host 
country’s legislation.

5. Management: autonomous and accountable

The Centre’s partners – university centres, CSOs, practitioners 
and opinion leaders – should play a role in policy and program 
management of the Centre. An advisory board could include 
prominent experts from outside Canada.

The Centre should have policy autonomy, while being 
accountable to government to ensure that programming 
supports Canadian international policy. One possible model is a 
dual reporting structure: programmatic faculty and staff 
delivering under autonomous policy management, while 
administrative services are under a government department.

The Centre’s structure should facilitate networking across all 
sectors, including civil society and governments, and favour 
integration between what have heretofore been two solitudes: 
campus and practice. This would include exchanges of experts: 
field practitioners serving a term as teaching fellows at
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8  The Centre should work to remove the impediments, national and international, which discourage Canadians from accepting overseas assignments: 
interruption of health and pension benefits, lack of opportunity for spouses, and early retirement limits, etc. As these differentially affect women, resolving them is 
inherent in FIAP. 
9   In 2013, the Canadian Forces contributed to the French Operation SERVAL in Mali under United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 2085 with 
one CC-177 strategic lift aircraft, which ferried personnel and materiel – a total of 1,618 tons – 48 times between France and Mali, at a cost of $24,000 or so per 
hour, a total of around $10 million. 
10  There was little international investment in Albania, perhaps the most resource rich country in Europe, until the country made heroic reforms to the legal 
system; after the reforms, Bankers’ Petroleum and others were able to offer these opportunities to their shareholders; Canadian tour operators now offer a range of 
Albania vacations – be the first one on your block to enjoy the Albanian Riviera. 
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universities, while professors use sabbaticals to deliver 
governance assistance in the field.

Internationally, the Centre would engage in outreach with all 
organizations that deliver governance assistance, arrange 
placements of Canadian experts where they will deliver the 
greatest benefit to implement the mandate of the Centre. This 
can include low-cost or no-cost secondments with OSCE and UN 
Volunteers, and extend to bilateral agencies of like-minded 
countries.8

6. Up and running

Ideally, the design of the Centre would itself be led by a 
multidisciplinary core team drawn from practice, academia, civil 
society and government, with a tasking to draw insights from all 
Canadians who have invested themselves in international 
governance development policy and practice.

Conclusion

The Centre should take up its vocation for idealistic and 
pragmatic reasons. With our proactive immigration practice, 
Canada benefits immensely from talent developed in other 
countries. We can give back, by offering Canadian expertise to 
development partners who turn to Canada as their partner of 
first choice.

This can be our highest value contribution to peace, less 
expensive than military responses to anti-democratic violence.9  
It can also turn a profit: there are rich opportunities for Canadian 
companies in resource development and infrastructure, 

opportunities that are placed out of reach for honest 
entrepreneurs by legal uncertainty and endemic corruption, 
while we are ill-represented by Canadian companies that 
manipulate those weaknesses.10 

To enable Canada to succeed as a global champion of human 
rights and good governance, a “Canadian centre to expand the 
availability of Canadian expertise and assistance to those 
seeking to build peace, advance justice, promote human rights, 
inclusion and democracy, and deliver good governance” has 
only to systematize and support what Canadians are already 
doing. The Centre can add value internationally by playing to 
Canada’s unique strengths, following best practices in aid 
effectiveness, and creating interdisciplinary networks. This will 
enable it to promote inclusive governance in under-
served practice fields, create an enduring democratic 
culture throughout the countries where it is active, and catalyze 
citizen ownership of sustainable reform in these countries. 

The Centre should develop a faculty of scholars and field 
practitioners. Its governance structure should nurture 
autonomous policy implementation driven by Canadian 
expertise, consistently with government policy, ensuring 
accountability to government for administrative integrity and 
resource use.
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About the CIC
The Canadian International Council (CIC) is Canada’s foreign relations council. It is an independent, non-partisan 
membership organization and think tank dedicated to advancing constructive dialogue on Canada’s place in the 
world. It acts as an incubator for innovative ideas on how to address the world’s most pressing problems.

The non-profit CIC integrates the voices of a diverse and multidisciplinary group of societal actors from academia, 
business, civil society, government and the media, and endeavours to inform and develop the capacity of the country’s 
next generation of foreign policy leaders.

The CIC is not only dedicated to nurturing dialogue on Canadian foreign policy domestically, but is committed to 
projecting a Canadian perspective on the international stage. In our rapidly changing world, this effort to promote 
greater understanding and foster meaningful debate on critical challenges is more important than ever.
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